Partner Search Form
Identification of the applicant
Riga German Culture Society

Name of the organisation
Registered address (street, city, country)

Slokas 37
Riga LV1048, Latvia

Telephone / Fax

-

Website of the organisation

www.verband.lv

Name of the contact person

Webpage info

Email/Telephone of the contact person

rvkb.lv@gmail.com

Short presentation of your organisation (key
activities, experience)

Riga German Cultural Society (Rigaer Deutscher
Kulturverein- RDKV) was founded in 1988. Area of
operation: Riga and regions of Latvia Its main
purpose is to promote the integration of society;
understanding, cooperation and friendship with all
nationalities in Latvia; cooperation with other
German associations in Latvia; study of GermanBaltic cultural heritage in the field of culture and
art; to promote the exchange of members of the
Society, especially young people, with German and
non-German representatives in the field of culture;
to organize German language, cultural and art
classes; to organize the Association's Song
Ensemble concerts, especially charity concerts; to
organize cultural events, recreation evenings,
events to celebrate historical dates and events. For
the past ten years, the Society has been specializing
in youth integration / education / patriotism /
personality development projects. Cooperation
partners, supporters: RDKV has actively
implemented various projects with co-financing
from the Ministry of Culture, the Integration
Secretariat, various foreign foundations and
embassies. The Society is made up of activists and
enthusiasts of integration, pedagogical and
minority cooperation, and active organizers and
participants of Latvian minority events. The vocal
ensemble Morgenrot is active in the society.

Description of the project
Action, Measure in the framework of „Europe

We are looking for becoming a partner - Measures:

for Citizens” Programme

- Town Twinning; - Civil Society Projects.

Timetable of the project

From 2020

Short description of the project, including its
aims

We are ready to be good project partners

Role of the partner organisation in the project

The goal is to improve connections through open
international collaboration by implementing
workshops, competition, exhibitions, and through
dialogues we will discuss the problems of young
people such as stigmatization of emigrants,
integration, minorities. Espacially, integration of
disabled people. In this way we encourage all
generations to express themselves creatively and
freely

Comments from the applicant

Thank you for contacting us! Greetings from Riga!

